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Abstract: With the hot online education, people pay more and more attention to the convenience and efficiency of the network classroom. It has become a major trend for online education in the development of education industry in the future. So it is necessary to meet the needs of online education for more people and build a network live online education system under the environment of Internet. A good learning environment shall be created so that teachers can teach online classes through these resources. This study analyzes and summarizes the present situation of the live learning of college students under the Internet + environment, and discusses two schemes of video audio and whiteboard interactive teaching in the network, and finally puts forward some suggestions on the ecological development of network live learning under the environment of the Internet. It has a certain significance for the development of modern network education.

1. Introduction

The ecological classroom under the Internet environment can fully link the schools, teachers, students and parents together to form an organic closed loop, an organic ecology, presenting positive or negative classes in the classroom teaching organized by the school. This important part is the teacher, in the present education reform. In the background, teachers are implementers and participants. Teachers can only understand scientifically the ecological classroom, and people oriented teachers may have a definite purpose. Also in the Internet + environment, the ecological research of the network live classroom is also very important. At present, the network live classroom is mainly divided into video audio teaching and whiteboard teaching. The combination of these two teaching methods can increase the real time and interaction of the webcast classroom, improve the video audio and whiteboard Teaching technology level. Improving the level of teachers in webcast teaching is of great significance to the ecological development of webcast classroom.

2. The current situation of live learning of College Students under the Internet + Environment

In order to understand the present situation of College Students' live learning, through the form of literature survey and data statistics, this paper makes a survey of students' understanding of live broadcast, the viewing frequency of live broadcast, the teachers' power of platform and the payment of the platform, and the following four aspects are introduced.

2.1 College students' understanding of live broadcast.

According to the survey, the students' understanding of the learning platform is counted, among which the first is the fight fish platform, the YY live platform is second, the third is the most recently very hot B station, the panda TV and the live broadcast are fourth and fifth respectively, and there are many other platforms. For students, the attention of the live learning platform is relatively high, and gradually began to contact and use live learning platform.

2.2 The frequency of college students watching live broadcast.

Although the live platform is hot, but the students who often use live platform only about 10%, about 50% of the students occasionally look at the learning platform live, 30% of the students do not look live, and a few students have almost never seen live.
2.3 The situation of the platform for teachers.

The teacher is the key of the direct seeding platform, but the teacher is the key to the live platform. The teaching level and the quality of the teacher directly affect the students' learning whether they can reach the expected value and whether they are interested in the course. Therefore, the direct seeding platform must pay attention to the construction of the teachers' team in the process of development. Gather some excellent teachers and curriculum development teams to provide quality service resources for students of online live learning, thereby enhancing the credibility of the platform.

2.4 Analysis of platform payment.

From the charge of live platform, most of the domestic are the platform of charge, and there are a few free platforms. The pay platform generally provides free trial, the teacher of the lecture is better, the teacher has some experience and fame. The free platform can generally watch video directly. Compared with the toll platform, its reputation and the quality of the course are a little lower. The teaching content is generally relatively basic, not a very systematic teaching content.

3. Construction of network live learning platform under Internet + Environment

There are two kinds of network live learning platform in the Internet + environment. One is interactive teaching of audio and video, the other is whiteboard interactive teaching. Using Internet + technology can build multi channel video low delay interactive live broadcast system. In the process of direct live teaching, live video, teaching and chat text and documents and so on It can be mixed and superimposed, and then mixed into single path output, which can effectively reduce the cost of bandwidth and also achieve high quality courseware recording. The basic framework is shown in Figure 1.

![Fig.1 The framework for audio and video live learning platform](image)

As shown in Figure 1, using audio and video broadcast learning platform, the interaction between teachers and students can be realized within less time delay. A large number of widths can be saved by mixing single path output. Video and live interactive programs can be played simultaneously, and the effect of barrage, text and video can be used to increase the effect of teaching. Vividness and richness. Another way of direct live teaching under the Internet + environment is the whiteboard interactive teaching scheme, its basic framework is shown in Figure 2.

Whiteboard interactive teaching is more interactive than video audio interactive teaching. Whiteboard interactive service system can be used to send whiteboard to teachers and many users. Whiteboard content includes teaching courseware and various documents and so on. It can be written and painted on the document. It improves the interaction of teaching process.
4. Suggestions on the development of weblive learning platform under the Internet + Environment

Under the Internet + environment, the following suggestions are put forward in order to improve the quality and the level of the platform construction, strengthen the development of the learning system, and build the integrity of the teaching, learning, feedback, evaluation and summary according to the use of the weblive platform and the construction of the live platform. The standardization of the learning system to realize the personalized ecological classroom under the Internet + environment.

4.1 The APP of learning resources.

The APP of learning resources is the important content of constructing the Internet + learning platform. Using APP can be the sharing of the resources of e-books. It can also communicate and interact, realize the innovation of learning mode. On the other hand, the learning process feedback can be realized by using APP, so that the platform can grasp the students' learning situation in a timely manner. In the process of APP development, in order to classify different functions, we can develop multiple APP terminals, and make use of APP combination scheme to fully realize online live online teaching.

4.2 The interactive learning scheme based on intelligent mobile terminal.

The learning scheme based on mobile intelligent terminal is an important function to realize the direct live learning and interaction and interaction of the Internet + environment network. It can adopt various forms of APP combination to support the students' learning process in an all-round way, select multiple APP for combination and improve the learning efficiency.

4.3 The interactive learning program for the learning process.
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Fig.3 The interactive learning ecology oriented to the learning process
The interactive program for the learning process is also a strategy to improve the learning efficiency of the webcast platform under the Internet + learning environment. The basic framework is shown in Figure 3.

As shown in Figure 3, in the Internet + environment, an interactive learning scheme can be used to communicate and interact with knowledge learning, reciting memory, understanding application and knowledge skills based on the learning process, and using APP to interact learning resources to realize the innovation of each ring in the learning process.

5. Conclusion

In order to study the Internet + learning ecology built on the Internet, this paper makes an investigation and Analysis on the use of Internet direct seeding for college students under the Internet + environment, and carries out the data integration of the students' understanding of the live broadcast, the frequency of the students watching live broadcast, the situation of the platform teachers and the platform payment. Plan. Two kinds of classroom forms are analyzed, one is the form of live video audio class, the other is whiteboard style teaching. The two kinds of network live classes have strong interaction, which is of great significance to the realization of the ecological classroom. Finally, it puts forward some suggestions on the ecological development of web-based classroom, hoping to provide some reference for the development of modern network education.
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